Mercury Retrograde Support Crystal Stone Grid

Center: Magnetitized Hematite
Inner Petal: Rainbow Moonstone
Star: Kyanite
Triangle: Sodalite
Open Circle: Emerald
Dot: Fluorite
Square: Blue Lace Agate
Outside Circle: Labradorite

Mercury rules technology, communication, travel, mental/thought processes, and a bunch of things that we take for granted in the course of a normal day. These are things that we immediately miss when it gets yanked out from under us, such as during a retrograde. We included historical and traditional stones that are directly linked to Mercury as well as stones that are good for mental clarity, communication, introspection, and safe travel.

This grid has the intention to counter balance the astral influence of Mercury, such as the following:

- Mercury retrograde and other transits of Mercury, when the planet interacts with an element in a person's birth chart
- Transits of other planets through Gemini and Virgo, ruled by Mercury, or the Third and Sixth House, associated with Mercury
- A challenging placement of Mercury in a person's birth chart

It is recommended to set up this grid several days before Mercury goes retrograde and to leave it up for several days after. I would put it near your work station, if possible.